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The world agreed at Glasgow COP26 

we must move into “emergency mode” 

to address climate change.

We are not moving fast enough to make 

the transition to green and sustainable.

We need a Green Deal



Businesses across Asia Pacific are acting to align our business strategies with environmental, 

social and governance principles and to adapt our business models to green transformation.

We recognise that green transformation will change the world, just as earlier industrial 

revolutions did. This time, change can be led from Asia Pacific.

Asia Pacific Green Deal



We are partnering between UNESCAP and ESBN to advocate an Asia Pacific Green Deal.

1. We have developed a declaration everyone can get behind

2. We are building a website for our networks to sign up 

3. We must build partnerships and begin to publicise the Asia Pacific Green Deal through 

media, social media and events

4. Our Task Forces can progress practical projects to showcase best practice

Next steps



Mock-up site: https://thewgo.org/site-wgo/asiapacificgreendeal/

asiapacificgreendeal.org

https://thewgo.org/site-wgo/asiapacificgreendeal/


Green transformation is about more than just moving to green energy. 

The shift to green production and consumption, marketing and distribution, re-use and waste 

management, will affect our societies, our economies and even international relations. 

Whether those changes are for better or worse is in our hands.

It’s a mind shift and an action shift



Green energy: advancing a zero carbon, affordable and resilient energy system.

Green infrastructure & logistics: building smart, low carbon, water-secure and climate-resilient 

cities , buildings and other infrastructure, designed for walkability and low carbon mobility.

Green finance: mobilizing public and private investment for green transformation in energy, 

infrastructure and logistics and other sustainable innovation for the new economy.

Green innovation: accelerating and scaling up new technologies and applications to improve 

efficiency, lower costs and reduce environmental impact from the way we live, work, commute, trade 

and conduct business. 

Green production, consumption & waste: changing towards a more circular economy with new 

business and employment opportunities, to minimize environmental impact.

Our five pillars



Launch

ASIA PACIFIC BUSINESS 

FORUM 2023:  CHINA

The soft launch starts now but the 
Asia Pacific Green Deal will formally 
be launched with all of our partners 

in Shenzhen at APBF 2023.

BUILDING OUR NETWORKS 

AND IMPACT

The Asia Pacific Green Deal provides 
us with a platform for advocacy and a 
framework through its five pillars for 
practical actions by our Task Forces.


